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This survey taken on the first week of June 2020, was focused on collecting the current social                 
and technical status of each student studying at Kathmandu University. The questionnaire was             
designed to gather information such as personal details, COVID-19 status, internet           
connectivity, mobile carrier services, and views on aspects of online learning systems. 
The survey had three sections; section 1 included general information and COVID-19 status.             
Section 2 included questionnaires about hardware, internet connectivity and mobile carrier           
services. Lastly, the third section included about student’s awareness on different modes of             
online learning systems and provided other related information. 
 
Survey Duration: 29th May to 7th June 2020 
Overall Summary: Total responses 1571 
 

1. Responses, Participation, and Distribution 
There is participation of 1571 respondents from different schools. Among the seven schools,             
there are 50% responses from School of Engineering while the medical sciences has             
participation of only 1.5%. 

 

School No. of Responses 

Arts 110 

Education 111 

Engineering 792 

Law 33 

Management 39 

Medical Sciences 23 

Science 463 

Total 1571 
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Province-wise responses 
The province no. 3 has the highest number of student responses while the lowest is in province 
6. In the table below, other means the student is out of Nepal. 

 

School 
Province Other 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

Arts 2 4 98 2 4 0 0 0 

Education 3 4 93 0 10 0 1 0 

Engineering 89 79 438 69 83 7 26 1 

Law 1 1 26 2 1 2 0 0 

Management 3 1 33 1 1 0 0 0 

Medical Sciences 1 2 15 2 2 0 0 1 

Science 48 29 317 29 30 1 9 0 

Total 147 120 1020 105 131 10 36 2 

 
 

Academic Level-wise responses 
The responses were received from Undergraduate, Masters and MPhil. levels of students. The 
majority of participation (almost 90%) is from undergraduate level. 
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2. COVID-19 Status 
Most of the respondents (45%) are from areas where no cases of coronavirus infection have 
been seen till the time this survey was taken. However, 75 (4.8%) of the participants are from a 
very high-risk region with severe cases. 

 
 
 

3. Internet Connectivity 
Most of the respondents (32%) use a dedicated fiber optics medium for internet connection.              
About 23% of participants have to depend on either wireless internet or Mobile data only. 
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4. Data package Provider (NTC/NCELL/Others) 
Most student responses are NTC for a data package of 70.7%, NCELL of 27.9% and others are 
1.4%. 

 
 

5. Computer Skills 
More than 55% of students are familiar with the computer and internet environment. 47 (3%) of 
participants are not familiar with computers and do not feel comfortable with internet surfing. 
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6. Available Hardware 
Most of the students (~75%) have laptops for online learning and internet connection. Very few 
have desktops and 25% have to depend on smartphones or tablets for this purpose. 

 
 

7. Awareness of different modes of Learning Management Systems 
Among the total respondents, many participants know about more than one mode of LMS. So               
with no exclusiveness, about 35% are aware of Moodle LMS, 35.5% know about Google              
classroom and 22.5% know about other LMS platforms that offer academic/professional courses            
such as Coursera, Udemy, Edx. Less than 1% of participants have never heard of any Learning                
Management Systems.  
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8. Applications/tools used for online learning 
Zoom application has been used by most of the respondents for online learning. Similarly,              
Google Meet is also fairly popular among the participants. There are also some respondents              
(3%) who have never used any of these similar learning applications. 

 
 
9. Preferred Class Format 
Most of the respondents (about 58%) preferred a combination of meeting in a classroom setting 
and completing coursework online (e.g Google classroom + Google Meet) 
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10. Preferred Duration of each Online Class 
50% of respondents preferred 2 hours for each class duration for online learning. 

 

 
 
 
 
11. Effectiveness of Online Learning Systems 
Majority of respondents think that online learning systems are somewhat less effective. 60 
(3.8%) participants think it is more effective than regular modes of learning. 
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12. Remarks from Respondents 
The following remarks from the respondents have been listed here, as they were provided, 
without any changes. 
 

1 

Learning is going fine but I am very terrified with exam if taken online, because I am using data 

pack and sometimes it goes very slow. 

I would also request to make the class a bit short like 1 hour as it is now creating various health 

issues to me like headache , eye and ear problems and sometime lack of sleep too. 

2 

> Using online resources and interactive method is needed in each subject 

> Well though assignment should be given 

> Course content should cover the demand of 21st century challenges in educational sectors 

> Learning module based courses should be set rather than traditional Google meet and google 

classroom 

3 

1. It will be better if the class will be recorded and provide the students for further learning, 

2. It will be good if we get separate office hours(where students can ask teacher questions or 

learn something new other than academic course) 

3. The teacher must be well prepared for class, and the class must be short and sweet rather 

than 1.5 - 2 hours long(Taking break makes me more comfortable while learning). 

4. Teacher must provide the course content/ and lecture slides/notes a day before class. 

4 

1. The moodle we use is not user friendly and is very out of date. If it could be updated, that 

would enhance our learning experience. 

2. Provide 1-2 review quiz questions that help us summarise and ourselves for each class. 

5 100% present of all friends. 

6 Address digital divide. 

7 
All courses won't be possible through online classee but it would be better for the situation we 

have now. 

8 
All materials must be provided from the start of the session to study and revise before and 

after the class. 

9 

All online class can't be attended so the discussion video should be available later. And teachers 

and department also think about students in rural area are also their before taking any final 

decisions. 

10 All the course materials should be provided 

11 

All the slides and class recordings should be provided for easy offline learning and since this is 

somehow new to us, slides and materials must be more detailed and PDFs of books should be 

shared by the tutors as we cannot go to the library currently. Teachers should be readily 

available in certain extra hours apart from class hours if any student wants to reach out. 

12 Also there should be a database to store the recorded lectures for future reference 

13 
Although having internet connection, my connection is not stable. I guess this problem must 

be addressed too. 

14 

As I am from rural area, here is network problem. Data is not working properly and electricity 

cut off problem for long period of time 5 - 10 hours, sometimes 1 or 2 days due to wind, rain 

transformer problem, etc. 
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15 

As mention above, online classes plus complete course online will be most effective. As our 

country's internet connection is not smooth. Even if we miss 5 minute of important lecture, we 

will miss everything. 

16 
As the Covid 19 has resulted in classrooms shut down indefinitely nationwide, online learning 

would provide a safe and effective alternative 

17 
As there are many problems with the internet connectivity the classroom activity should be 

recorded and shared with the students.And the deadlines for assignment shouldn't be rushed. 

18 
As this is rainy season, internet and electricity problem is very common.... wanted to know 

what KU has to say about it. 

19 As using mobile data, it cant be afforded for regular online study. 

20 
As we see there are less possible way to run our academic session and of which online classe is 

one and for the ease and access every situation whould be taken in consideration. 

21 
Asking questions with the teacher becomes difficult and sharing my thoughts/conclusion with 

teacher and friends become difficult too. 

22 

At first, all study materials like all courses topics videos, notes etc must be provided, so that at 

first we can have little bit knowledge about the study topics so it will be easy for us to tackle 

with course and interact with our teachers while online learning. And our course Engineering 

drawing of 2nd semester can be replaced with some IT related courses which will help to boost 

our mind in related field. 

23 

attendance must be excused, no long hour of reading because its not effective , rather than 

more lecture classes self study plus assignment more preferred for end sem evaluation . its best 

end sem evaluation will be determined by our all sem assignments strongly if lockdown still 

persists because extrapolation of internal marks + open assignment finally i somehow feel 

biased 

24 

Attending online classes everyday is getting harder due to fluctuating internet connections , 

power cuts due to which many students miss out the things taught. And as there are 

assignemnt deadlines like every other day which makes it harder to concentrate on other things 

. All of our days are spent monotonously staring at the laptop either doing online classes or 

doing assignments. Real classes before this pandemic were never pressure inducing to this 

degree. These online teaching method through video calls aren't as effective too. I hope there is 

a better way to carry our learning experience 

25 availability of notes before the starting of the class session 

26 
Before starting online classes, it must be insured that every student gets access to it . And, it 

must not be the reason for mental pressure for students as well as parents . 

27 Being a mother student online learning should be continued 

28 Better to aware more information about online classes 

29 Better to have something rather than nothing 

30 Better to Make every one accessible to the internet and start online course 

31 
Better to send tutorials of certain topic and slides earlier rather than completing whole course 

through online meeting 

32 
C++ could be replaced by python in the second semester which may be more useful in today's 

world. 
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33 case study , video for those who cannot attend class 

34 Classes after lockdown will be more efficient if possible rather than online learning 

35 Classes are to better to be shorter in duration while they are online. 

36 classes should be based on activities (worksheets) and discussion on the basis of worksheets 

37 Consideration should be given to students from rural area and attendance should be flexible 

38 
Considering the current situation, teachers should be in rush to complete the course fast and 

shouldn't pressurize the students giving loads of assignments and short deadline. 

39 Course should be revised as per teaching learning modality 

40 Course should be self paced and a course at a time . 

41 Courses should be completed timely with good assignments 

42 

Currently, I am enjoying the online course. Overall, I like the classes because lectures, 

assignments, and tests are straight forward. However, I dislike a couple of things about the 

class. First of all, online classes were not well planned and laid out. This was hard for me to 

follow. Some classes are too long then it meant to be. Spending a long time on screen has 

resulted in a bad effect on the eyes. 

43 delivering recorded video for more effectiveness 

44 Department should manage the clashes of Assignment submission deadline and exams. 

45 Difficult to engage all student. 

46 
Digitizing resource materials including books, thesis and academic papers and providing access 

to the students 

47 

Disappointing that some of the teachers assume this quarantine as a vacation, stating we have 

plenty of "leisure time" on our hands therefore loading us with tons of assignments, 

presentations and term papers at a time per subject. Its understandable that we at have the 

privilege to learn and complete our course on time via internet but I'm sure we can do this a 

better way, may be with a little compassion? Cuz this is just mentally exhausting. More than per 

usual. 

48 distribution of recorded video after online class 

49 

Do not use Zoom. We all have privacy concerns, they send the private encryption keys to a 

server in China, where the CCP can issue a court order to view them without Zoom being able 

to do anything about it. 

50 Dont feel it much productive 

51 Due to electricity and internet and other issues, attendance should not be compulsory 

52 
Due to network issues, electricity cut off during rainy season, there can't be proper interaction 

with the respective teachers. 

53 
due to slow internet connection it is not much effective and to submit the assigned work on 

time 

54 

Each content of all subjects should be made available in pdf and downloadable form. Due to 

technical and household issues their might be problem in attending classes so it should be 

considered. 

55 Easy to get distracted 

56 E-learning is going good. But internet loss and power outage hampering classes. 
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57 Electricity fluctuation disturbing & weak Internet creating problem. 

58 

Everyone of us are not familiar and may be some couldn't afford internet facilities too, if you 

could please provide them those facilities through data packages and deduct in turion fees, as 

there is complete saving for University right now ,it could provide for free too. 

59 Excited. 

60 faulty for present context 

61 

First of all , Despite of having 4G connection , Recharge card is not avilable on my area and due 

to the weather condition internet connection get worst anytime so I prefer on video recording 

system by which student can easily acess on their prefered time insted of going online in class 

room . 

62 

For student like us who don't have proper Internet facility, it is difficult to attend classes and 

submit assignments in time. Also due to lockdown everyone don't have the same situation at 

home. So I hope that teachers will understand and do compromise for assignments. 

63 Free access to other online learning platforms 

64 Free assess to other online learning platform. 

65 

Getting to research on a bunch of things instead of following the monotonous line of teaching 

for hours and hours would be more effective. Also, we lack necessary access so if the access is 

provided to get the books, a lot more could be explored and discussed instead of the same old 

things. When the same things and resource is used it doesn't seem to appeal much to anyone 

and indeed isn't worth interacting for either. If the online classes are to add debates on ongoing 

scenarios in the subject matter, keeping the class hours as it is right now would also be fine 

with me. 

66 
Good way of learning while maintaining the social distance however, monotonous and less 

interactive. 

67 

Hanging over the mobile or laptop throughout the day will give headache....if online classes r 

conducted,, it should be like 4 hours a day....teacher simply give few guidelines n syllabus and 

pdfs ..students will learn themselves.. 

68 Homeworsk should be research oriented 

69 Hope it will be as good as you have planed. 

70 How can we do our practical classes through online learning? 

71 How to Design lesson plan for online teaching and take assessment through online mode 

72 How will the practical classes be handled? 

73 

I am a fan of online platform, not online learning.Learning is limited to Zoom, google meet or 

MS team, because they are meeting tool. Lets build our own online platform. Online platform 

system makes KU number one even in South Asia on digital infrastructure. We can bring 

students from South Asia and South East Asia. KU can do it. When we have platform, learning 

happens much more effectively than what we think today. Note: I believe this is not going to be 

listened, I just answered as part of No 27. Dear sir /mam, beliveve me or not, in future, KU must 

go for online platform.No option. 

74 

I am a final year student, we only have our project, field and internship in the remaining 

semester. Project, somehow we can manage it to do online but remaining two tasks cannot be 

done online. So, for me and my class ( for last year as a whole) online class is not so effective. 
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75 I am completely unaware of the consequences of it but hope it works out well. 

76 
I am happy with others! I think courses related to mathematics will be hard to teach/learn on 

online platforms. 

77 I am unfamiliar with it. 

78 

I believe that online learning is somewhat less effective for learning than classroom based. 

However, during this difficult time I believe this is the best course of action and I am very 

grateful to KUSOED for enabling us to carry on learning in this way. 

79 
I donâ€™t think it will be effective though the students can be involved but it might be 

disturbing during this pandemic ! 

80 
I don't think It would be more effective because it does not create environment of stydying as I 

don't have internet availability and I have to go to another's home for online class . 

81 

I don't think online class might be effective because of inconsistent of electricity,ISP. Due to 

lockdown there are economy unsatabillity . online class cannot effective for practical sub 

,project work and workshop. Thus I don't think it is so effective. 

Thus I wish KU family would bear any pressure i.e either mental or economical for student and 

student family. 

82 
i dont think this will be effective, it would be better if projects and creative tasks were assigned 

to develop skills based on that field 

83 

I feel like after the end of this semester, online teaching should be totally stopped until the 

university is re-opened. And New session should be started once normalcy returns back on the 

premises of university. It is the only correct way for a effective institutional conduct and 

feasible alternative. It is the perfect atmosphere to learn for students and to teach, for teachers 

in psychological manner. 

84 I feel like online classes should be limited to about 1 - 1.5 hours at max. 

85 

I fully support this aid of learning and teaching.now where i am staying there is shortage of ntc 

recharge card.i might not coperate fully to this, for this i am fully sorry..i will be glad if get 

support from the University. 

86 
I guess it's the only solution left behind to run forward the academic activities but not possible 

in the context of Nepal. 

87 I have no better internet access to attend my online class regularly 

88 

I have nothing against online learning but currently in this hectic situation(lockdown, covid-19) I 

dont think students should be forced on academic works cause many students will be facing 

numerous mental health problems, depression, anxiety so yetikai ta pressure huncha jhan 

tyesko mathi college ko kaam aayo vanne jhan garo huncha vanne tarka matra ho mero. 

89 I hope it's considered about availability of Internet access. 

90 

I hope the online classes are conducted with breaks between the classes so that i can charge my

phone since my laptop isn't working currently. And i hope teachers could discuss about the time 

of the class with us because my sister also has her online classes and during the time the 

internet gets really slow. 

91 I hope the teachers do no take more than the time allocated for lessions 

92 
I just want to say. World is fighting wity covid 19 and in this situation also you still want to 

teach us in this pandemic? 
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93 
I request the department to consider the students who do not have access to any kinds of 

internet package and provide a suitable learning method for them as well. 

94 

I think edx would be a suitable platform for students like us. Teachers can upload video and 

produce it on it which will be helpful for the future also. Those who dont have internet can be 

given data by the university itself.The only trouble is with drawing class and practical class 

which can be held for few moments 

95 
I think it is good but the weather challenges in my area and we do not even get mobile signal 

sometimes 

96 

I think it is important to have a management body to oversee online classes as student voices 

cannot always be heard and we are under constant pressure of deadlines and work submissions 

and we cannot speak against it. 

97 I think online learning doesn't create ideas and there is very less chance asking questions. 

98 

I think practical courses should not be included in online one because civil engineering need to 

learn that skills in field like surveying e.t.c, instead we can exchange that practical one course 

with theory course of next semester. 

99 I think problem may arise while recording the attedence of students during online learning. 

100 I think recording of classes also should be fone 

101 

I think teachers should not take online learning as a way to provide more assignments than in a 

normal class. The administration should understand that we are in the middle of a pandemic 

and putting study workload will do more harm than good. It may not be favorable for all 

students to learn online 

Another thing than administration should keep in mind is whether the true motive of this is to 

make learning easier for students or to complete course to complete a semester on stipulated 

time. The world is on a halt and we may have to wait anyways if the university will take new 

intakes. 

102 

I think that online learning should not be same as classroom learning or just reading out 

slides.Teaching method should be changed to favor learning rather than reading. Use of 

blackboard/whiteboard (there are apps for this as well), showing demos, etc are required. If 

done correctly, it might be even more effective than classroom learning. 

103 i think this online class in not efficient because we can not concentrate and this is not practiced 

104 
I think video tutorial would help student in learning better along with google classroom and 

google meet. 

105 
I think we should also keep in mind about our physical and mental health given the situation 

and screen time. As for me, I've been a bad headache and burning eyes for over a week now. 

106 

I think we shouldn't be waiting for university to reopen to complete courses because there's no 

specific then with things will get normal. Though online class is not as effective as learning in 

classroom, we can learn something which i think is better than not learning anything at all. 

107 

I think with online learning both teachers and students have and should spend equal resources 

and time for teaching and learning so any copying of slides or answers from either end should 

not be acceptable. 

108 I think,going through the live class is not appropriate for all of us 
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109 

I took three weeks-break from online classes because of lacking internet access and could 

afford mobile data for hours of classes over the internet because mobile data are way too high. 

Also, the digital divide is not only the problem, we are mentally stressed up, online classes are 

effective yes but in the time of pandemic why are we pressurizing? why are we not checking 

our privileges? here is many alternatives way of marking, why marking is so important than lives

and crisis? having internet, bed, and bread is not the most suitable environment for classes, 

there is much more. 

110 

I would actually prefer recorded session. It's because it is more convenient, to be frank I prefer 

self paced learning and recorded session just like in udemy, coursera, or edX, as it is more 

comfortable and productive, at least for me. 

111 
I would like uploaded videos of courses so I can download it using wifi from my friend's house 

and later learn at home offline. 

112 

I would prefer for our online sessions be stored into an archive to review the lessons later on. 

Since online classes is a very new concept, I 

am not confident I can provide undivided attention during online classes. 

Creating a backup archive will prove very effective since we can consult to them anytime 

we feel confused. It is a wonderful opportunity to take advantage of the technology we 

have. 

Furthermore, staring into a screen for extended periods of time may result in detrimental 

effects to our health, so we must purpose a schedule keeping in mind our mental and 

physical health. 

113 
I would prefer our professor, facilitator to not read the slide thoroughly and finish the online 

class. 

114 

I would rank Moodle UI and Moodle Mobile App the worst among all the aforementioned 

MOOC platforms in this form. For mode of learning Microsoft teams will be the best. I think it is 

free but one needs to have Office 365 subscription which is free for students with .edu ids, and 

limited to web only but that be solved if the university buys the Microsoft Office 365 campus 

wide licence. 

From my experience online method only works if the student has motivation to learn plus 

effective teacher. So, if second option form 24 is used as the only mode then it may hamper 

whole methodology. 

115 

I would really appreciate assignments to be done by the use of laptop or smartphone as i am 

running low on ink in my pen and there are not many pages left in the exercise books i have. 

The shops are closed and it will be difficult to get any material now in the time of crisis. 

116 
I would request the concerned authority to consider the mental state of student as a priority 

not only in completing the course and racing against the academic calendar. 

117 

idea of online classes is good in this current situation but not every body has access to good 

internet and good technology facality. So, people with problems like this should be look and 

helped. 

118 
If college could provide free data package, the then it would really help, especially when there 

is no electricity. 
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119 
If online class would be with contact with teachers and live class as well as video provided for 

the technical issue eg; loss of internet or electricity issue!! 

120 
If our university provide an adequate mobile data for students like us who don't have interest 

excess than it would be easy for us . 

121 If possible delivering recorded class video 

122 
If recorded videos are also provided to the students then a new milestone can be established as 

students can revisit any lecture . 

123 
If someone is using data pack they must be provided with some funds. 

At the end i would prefer research rather than isolated exams. 

124 
If started online class best way is record video by the teacher is more effective for each 

student 

125 
If the online classes are designed to be more interactive involving group discussions and some 

physical activities as well, it would be very fruitful. 

126 If there could have recorded video too available,it would be more effective. 

127 I'm keenly waiting for online classes. Please not waste our time. Take care & stay safe. 

128 

I'm not quite sure about this method there is no way of studying without online learning right 

now .It's the best aaproach but the method of using data is quite expensive and maynot be 

approachable always . 

129 
In Country like Nepal its not that much easy for online study because there is expensive data 

rate & and not interent faculity in all over the country 

130 

In my oipinion online learning is not as effective as classroom.I feel it is not accessible to all the 

students to attend on regular basis.And with no books,notes and other reference material of 

our next semester i think it could be hard for us to understand and gain the knowledge about 

the subject matter.But considering these things and conducting the online learning would be 

better choice only if above problem is addressed. 

131 
In my opinion if the teacher should upload their teaching videos according to their department 

then it is easy to access it for student . 

132 

in my opinion we should not keep the attendance mandatory and can download the video 

made by the proffessor and go through it and can communicate through proffessor via email or 

any medium if necessary. 

133 
In my opinion, delivering the recorded lessons and the assignments by the respective professors

would be better than online video chat learning. 

134 In my place, there is problem of electricity and it is unstable. 

135 
In my previous online classes, there were some problem with the internet and electricity line 

which made the learning environment a bit difficult. 

136 
In Online class some network problem occur due to this voice and slide are not clear and I 

don't have laptop too. 

137 

In online platform, I beleive that i can learn and explore as wide as in my classroom but i had no 

access to wifi and being active through celluar data cost much for me creating an intense 

economical environment in family. 
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138 

In our area electricity is not stable. 

So that it would be quiet difficult for me 

And if heavy wind with rain occurs I may not be access to internet for 1 to 2 days 

139 

In our context we are lucky that we have good access to internet and online learning is 

facilitating all of us to continue our courses even in this pandemic.Though sometimes slow 

internet connections and electricity issues can make difficulty in accessing the course or class . 

140 

In the name of online learning, teachers shouldnot be just sending youtube video tutorials and 

other articles and pressurized students by providing unnecessary assignments and works. But 

this is the opportunity we must try a new way of learning and be optimistic. 

141 

In this pandemic created by the Coronavirus and the other time as wel,l online learning holds a 

great importance on the part of students. Sitting at own place, saving time and minimizing 

efforts, students can learn as good as in their face to face classroom. Online leaning becomes 

more effective if facilitated synchronously and asynchronously. 

142 
In this pandemic situation, where we have to live in fear and in less availability of resources, I 

think online classes are not feasible. 

143 
Include Popular programming languages. Instead of engineering drawing in second semester 

provide with coupons for udemy courses related to the respective field. 

144 

Inspite of conducting online class ,the recorded video of respective subject by respective 

teacher should be shared so that students can view it at any time .Every area of our country 

may not be equipped with electricity facility at the same time so online class would not be 

much effective in my point of view. 

145 

Instead of virtual classes, course instructors can attach the video instructions as per the need. 

They can specify certain time for entertaining the queries and these query sessions should not 

be compulsory to attend. 

146 
Internate performance is very poor so it feels like battery low Cassette player. I think online 

engagement sounds like whole time engagement not from this time to that time. 

147 

Internet access is not the only problem . Many students don't have devices for online classes . I 

myself lack well functioned devices for online classes daily . I don't have laptop and own a very 

simple phone with heating issues . 

148 
Internet connection fluctuation and slow internet seems to be a problem as many users Despite 

Online learning saves time, sometimes distracted by monotonous space and pattern 

149 Internet connectivity is unstable 

150 Internet problem and load shedding has been creating problems for the classes. 

151 
Internet problems occur time and again so if every teacher records the class, we do not have to 

worry about missing out 

152 is easy during this pandemic 

153 Is it effective to continue the semester in this pandemic influenza? 

154 Is there any special package for those students who don't have proper internet facility. 

155 It can be best in the current situation, but only if it is implemented currently. 

156 It cannot replace virtual learning. 

157 
It depends on the course matter some benefit from it while some don't. Especially the ones in 

which practical courses are involved. 
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158 It helps in enhancing my personal and professional skills 

159 
It is a good choice for learning , considering this type of situation provided that everyone has 

good internet facility. But can exclude ones who are residing in poor internet connectivity area . 

160 
It is a good idea and also a only idea in current situation. Thus, i look forward to attend online 

classes that my department has to offer. 

161 It is a great opportunity to utilize our time moving forward with the course in this situation. 

162 

It is a opportunity for Nepalese students to experience online classes. I think we should grab 

this opportunity in effective way by considering major problems and should develop 

alternatives for minorities. 

163 It is better than classroom. 

164 It is better to inroll every students of the class. It should accessible to all students and faculties. 

165 It is effective. No hesitation is needed for using online course as a basis for this semester. 

166 

It is far better than our block mode classes. So, i want to request to our KU to continue this type 

of practice for ever. Really,which opportunity we have been getting it is too fruitful. Thank for 

this space. 

167 

It is glad to know that our university is taking a milestone step of online learning or e-learning; 

we must say, which is a great way to study and complete the courses of students, preventing 

academic gap in student's testimonials. But we students are quite unaware about this particular 

feild as we ain't used to online learning. We hope that the respective teachers and professors 

will address problems regarding internet and effectiveness of teaching for the betterment of 

student's future. 

168 It is good during the crisis. But face-to-face classes give me better exposure. 

169 

It is not as effective as learning from the classroom because of the internet and load shedding 

problems. Watching screens for hours has caused eye irritation and severe headache. Not every 

student has laptops and desktops for studying so it is getting difficult to study. 

170 It is not easy to set all the time 

171 

It is self teaching and learning because online learning is new to me. At times, I feel online class 

is dry and does not have the feeling of actual Classroom. However, online class is better than 

not having any class in these times. 

172 It is somehow inefficient for the learners. 

173 It is the best way for distance education. 

174 

It is very difficult to cope with online classes. Sometimes there will be electricity problem 

sometimes there will be problem accessing internet. Above all, Being infront of laptop half of 

the day and then finising assignment have brought health problem. Our back hurts our neck 

hurts so does our head and our eyes especialluy. We have loads of assignment which sould be 

done in words. We're having so much of stress because of the online classes and also because 

of assignment loads. 

175 

It is very good and effective. It is very flexible to learn something from any place you are 

staying. However, for some course you have to be there for understanding laboratory and 

practical understanding. A t that time, presence in the laboratory is necessary. 

176 It may not be adaptable for everybody; I find it quite productive. 

177 It may not be effective since 3-4 of my classmates are out of connection 
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178 it must be student friendly. 

179 
It needs to be done in Google Meet rather than Zoom due to less security and vulnerabilities in 

Zoom app. 

180 

It really will be proper time utilization during lockdown if we are able to leran and continue our 

classes online through gooogle meeting. 

Thank KU Team 

and please start our online classes as soon as possible. 

181 it should be effectively timed. 

182 
It should be regulated and a guideline document should be formulated by KU Committee on 

do's and don'ts of online classes. 

183 It should rather be fun than a burden 

184 it will be a good option considering this panademics 

185 It would be best at this time but majority of students may face lack of enough material 

186 

It would be better if C++ in 2nd semester course is replaced by python and university provide us 

coupon code for a good python course in Udemy or Coursera. 

 

Also, drawing in second semester course can be replaced by next productive IT course. 

187 It would be better if we could get lecture videos on a cloud drive or Google drive 

188 
It would be better if we received a slide and a recorded video about our chapter and then 

disscussion on that chapter 

189 
It would be better to record the video lectures and make it accessible anytime. This will enable 

students to go through lectures incase of weak Internet connection or any other problems. 

190 
It would be great if the classes were recorded. So that students can later refer to it in case they 

need to or could not attend the actual class 

191 It would be great if we can access the recorded lectures. 

192 

It would be more effective if the classes contain video lectures with timely tests and more 

interactive than usual and lectures recorded as there occurs problem of continuous 24hrs 

power supply . 

193 
It would be somewhat difficult for us as this ia a rainy season. And 10 minutes of rainfall cuts 

out electricity. So i may not every class . 

194 

It would better to provide with recorded video of each classes rather than making it compulsory 

to attend the classes. Many students don't have access to laptops and computers as well as fast 

internet. And there is a problem of cutting of electricity when it rains or when there is storms. 

195 It's all okay except that screen facing time has increased and eye power little deteriorated. 

196 Its alternative of face to face. 

197 

It's an ambitious approach. Probably, the only thing feasible right now. But still, in a country like 

ours and given the condition we're in, it isn't really effective compared to our normal classroom 

learning. We can only be optimistic and hope for the best and co operate with each other to 

make a better learning environment. 

198 IT's an excellent option in these days, and should be continued. 

199 It's been quite difficult to learn technical subjects online. 

200 Its better if we are provied with the slides 
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201 
It's difficult for those with poor economic status and poorbinternet connection in these 

pendemic situation. 

202 
its effective but it would rather if we have some break if this Lockdown goes on becuase it 

would rather effect our eyes. 

203 It's good up to now. 

204 

It's more stressful that there is datelines, due to the environment is not that encouraging. I feel 

like I am zombie, just focusing on one thing, datelines. I think its good to discuss and talk abt 

something not related to course, so that we can feel better. 

205 

It's not a good idea, i do understand that we have to keep our life going, keep studying even if 

COVID-19 is providing such a hard time mentally for all and physically for some, but online 

learning is not effective at all, it's not engaging and considering the resources available to me, 

for example the mobile phone, it is very difficult to focus on such a small screen for a long time 

especially for the purpose of studying. 

206 
Its not easy due to net fluctuations. Also, no access to sufficient materials. It's more like 

something is better than nothing. 

207 

Its okay to have a online class but internet is very bad in this area 

We arenot able to connect wifi 

And data pack are also very expensive which can't be afford for 1 0r 2 hrs classes 

Recharge card is also rarely found 

208 Just Do It. 

209 
Just giving those same lectures would not be sufficient. The course structure and delivery along 

with assessments should adapt to online learning. 

210 

Just that a portion of the students sometimes miss the classes due to weak internet or the 

power cuts that happen during rain and thunderstorms. Of course this isn't an issue that the 

university could change directly but maybe consider some type of a solution to these students 

too sometimes as it's harder to explain the events of the class to someone through the net than 

in person if they miss the class. 

211 Learning in online system is difficult especially while learning Statistics. 

212 Lecture recording must be available. 

213 
Less concentration, more distractions, problems due to power cut off and quality of internet, 

eye, neck and back pain, and there is a huge problem due to the lack of required books online. 

214 
Less effective for gaining quality education. Everything isnot possible to teach through online. 

Practical course, lab course isnot effective. 

215 Let this not be just to complete the course. But more practical than theoretical 

216 
Letâ€™s have a unity equally understanding overall students problems and taking a right 

actions 

217 lets give a try! 

218 Lets start virtual learning mode 

219 

Literally no one is aware of online courses in our country but following the current situation of 

myself, I have shifted to the place current in my hometown from chitwan and we are 

concerning with different internet operators but they are not coming for connection because of 

Covid-19. So, I must suggest one more thing in that regard that in this time there have not been 
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any income for the family and others progress. So, even if you provide data pack your fees 

should should not exceed the limit following the situation of different family. 

220 Live interactions 

221 
Live Streaming of Lectures on YouTube for better video resolution. Zoom/Google Meet Sessions 

for further discussion and analysis/application of core theory parts. 

222 Make it more applicable and practical plus market oriented with little briefings on basics 

223 
make sure all students are there listening clearly. IF protocols is made for online class (for both 

teacher and students) will go smooth . 

224 
Many students are not happy because of the installment notice... online and real time learning 

are not same.. we can't pay same amount we previously did at this situation. 

225 Materials are very limited and it is hard developing our skills with online learning. 

226 

Me being a bachelor living alone have to face some problems managing my time. Especially 

when the class goes over the time. I cannot reach out to food services like the previous times 

and now have to make it for myself along with other chores. These things add up to the 

assignments and class pressure. So I think these things should be taken into consideration too. 

227 Microsoft teams is the best online learning app 

228 Might seem good but rather difficult to apply. 

229 Mobile data should be available low cost for online class. 

230 More interaction could be done if we remove the time constraint and internet issues 

231 More interactions between students and teachers will be commendable. 

232 Must be provieded with necessary soft copy materials of courses 

233 My internet speed is very slow. It was quite difficult for me to do assignment also. 

234 
Need and demand of the time and interesting if managed personal and professional life 

gracefully 

235 need to continue online learning daily as per the need 

236 Network connection could be problematic while attending classes. Power cut off. 

237 

never ever I have used any online classes method so I've no idea what are the questions about, 

why the forum is totally biased pushing student for online classes only ??? is this the best 

method practiced without asking student what doing student prefering??? 

238 No net access 

239 No online exam. 

240 No, but for last year students with project, it might be a hassle 

241 Not bad .in current situation it is perfect 

242 
Not completely effective. May be due to the design of the course for face to face pedagogical 

approach. 

243 Not Effective but favorable for this situation 

244 not efffective at all 

245 Not every classes online effective due to internet connection. 

246 
not good idea as for fourth year we are just left with intern, field and project , which is not 

possible online. 

247 Not more than 2 hours and no lecture for more than 15 minutes 
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248 Not possible 

249 Not satisfied with online learning.Prefer classroom setting learning. 

250 Not so much effective due to internet problems and virtual learning practices. 

251 Note should be provided by lecture of every classes taken online 

252 notes and video lectures should be provided for each class in case we failed to attend 

253 Nothing else. Thank you. 

254 Nothing is better than something 

255 

Now that the university is inclining towards the online mode of learning, students should be 

exposed the global market by connecting us to professionals across the globe rather than just 

using the resources we have in Nepal. 

256 
Offline videos should also be provided and we must try to make classes more engaging and 

interactive . 

257 Offline videos would be good 

258 
on line learning class may be somewhat effective in such pandemic situation of Corona Virus, 

Covid-19 

259 

Online clases are running not so good and the assignments that we are provided requires 

internet access all the time and here my internet is not very good. I've been attending classes 

through mobile data but cant surf the internet for all the assignemnt on the mobile data. The 

situation we are going through(pandemic, all the negativity from the social media, lipulekh 

dispute and all) is NOT NORMAL. Students are suffering from depression, anxiety and other 

mental issues. The pressure of assignments are not doing any good for the MENTAL HEALTH at 

all. Please, I would like you to consider that. 

260 Online class along with recorded videos 

261 
Online class are excessively long and for the sake of engagement more load of assignments are 

given to us because of which we are confined within a room. Our lives have become reckless. 

262 Online class are very very less effective.It doesn't enhance our knowledge. 

263 

Online class being some what half duplex might not be that effective but that is the only option 

we have right now. So, with extended QA's sessions this might be just useful for us at this 

situation. 

264 online class is difficult for 2d and 3d class.. other subject we can manage 

265 Online class is must in the present COVID-19 pandamic. Online has no alternative. 

266 
Online class may not be efficient as the speed of internet is slow during lockdown and there is 

frequent power cut. 

267 Online class must be recorded and effective books available online must be referred. 

268 online class running by KU is good for us 

269 Online classes are the only possible solution right now but it's less efffective . 

270 
Online classes cannot be taught as same way like in class... so teachers need to change the 

method. 

271 Online classes should be conducted according to the availability of resources of students 

272 
Online is better if there is no internet and electricity problem.But at the moment it is the only 

effective solutiom. 
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273 
Online Learning can be effective and applicable for theories but not for practicals especially for 

Fine Arts. 

274 

online learning doesn't fulfil the need of students and it has less impact in students learning. It 

is like something is better than nothing. It can't be inclusive and provide justice to everyone at a 

time.Different students may have different problems in their regions and location. 

275 
Online learning for engineering students would be quite ineffective as engineering requires 

more practical knowledge than theoretical. 

276 
online learning gives psychological safety, helps to complete course and assignment in time and 

better utilizes lockdown time. 

277 
Online learning is a great idea but creates many difficulties too as one has to face power cut 

problem and weak internet connection problem. 

278 online learning is an better alternative if everyone has access of internet for present scenario 

279 

Online learning is frustrating as it is but with the pandemic and not being able to go out and 

being confined in a space for too long, being pressurised to complete assignments is more 

frustrating. 

280 Online learning is good for nowadays. But it is difficult due to expensive data. 

281 
online learning is new to all and its not very much effective for learning because the internet 

facilities is not well developed and reliability on the internet is low for regular online classes. 

282 
Online learning is not effective than hearing lecture in classroom. Less interaction with 

teacher. 

283 Online learning is not efficient as compared to physical classes. 

284 Online learning is not so easy for the student living in village area due to internet problem. 

285 
Online learning is okay on the condition that there will be regular availability of internet and 

electricity 

286 
online learning is some times difficult when it comes in collecting data from the field, exploring 

and working with materials. 

287 

Online learning is the best way to push yourself to international platform which will encourage 

the student towards selflearning process and research base education as well as it is the perfect 

time to utilize the technology as much as we can. 

288 

Online learning is time saving, risk avoiding, and it is useful and helpful for international 

students who do not have means and ways to stay or live in Nepal. I would be great if KU starts 

online learning mode from next semester because in case of emergency situation like COVID-19 

pandemic, everything will be fine and many issues will be solved and avoided. I highly suggest 

the Online learning to KU as it has been doing in America and Europe where all potential 

students can learn from their home country all over the world. 

289 

Online learning maybe good choice during this Covid-19 pandemic but we should make sure 

that strictly every student be able to attend the online classes and in case if just one student 

failed to attend it, the online mode of teaching need to be dismissed at the very time. 

because it makes them feel humiliated due to their economical and social aspects. 

Humanity comes first of all...make sure no one feel low. 
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290 

Online learning might be an alternative to real-life classrooms but the former has various 

shortcomings: 

- unexpected powercuts that disrupt the internet connection 

- poor or weak bandwidth that interrupts the online class discussions 

- unaffordability to access data packs for every class for students with no internet access 

- extremely limited attention span during online lectures 

- limited technological resources in a family who attend online classes and meetings almost 

within the same time duration 

- students not carrying laptops to hometown face difficulty doing assignments 

291 
Online learning might be feasible for me and other few but I don't think its feasible for every 

student. But if anyhow it is made possible I am looking forward for the new experience. 

292 
Online learning might be the only option for now but it's not quite effective so after the case of 

COVID-19 cooldown, we should go back to our traditional method of learning and teaching. 

293 

Online learning provides us more flexibility, than class room and for me it is more effective 

compared to class room as I can finis schedule on my preferred time. But in context and curretn 

situation of our country, we need to think twice while planning to enroll all the students for 

online courses. 

294 
Online learning should be nicely planned so that it is neither too long nor short. It should be 

participatory and interactive. 

295 
Online learning should me tried to made as much interactive as possible, just like it would be in 

a classroom scenario 

296 

Online learning should mediated completely online as much as possible. Labeling it "online" and 

then instructing students to do coursework on paper and submitting it online isn't called online 

learning. 

297 

Online learning will be a good initiative during this pandemic and for future endeavor. For 

making this more effective I can request for some amendments in course of DOCSE(adding 

some domain specific courses instead of including subjects that doesn't fits the likes of 

students).This is because we students from DOCSE like to do things online, materials are more 

beneficial and will bring start a new trend of updating course. 

This doesn't mean course like these (more specifically engineering drawing) is irrelevant but for 

online mode of learning we could add much relevant course instead. 

298 
online learning with data is less effective as data internet connection fluctuate more in my 

location. searching for resource materials are hard. 

299 
Online library system of course materials and reference materials should be provided. This will 

ensure effective learning 

300 

Online platforms for those who have instant internet connectivity and backup of the class meet 

in form of video and other documents to the ones who cannot attend the class but can 

download it and watch it later. 

301 

Online teaching/learning is a completely new practice in Nepal. I think it would be more 

effective if we go with pdfs, slides and self research program as the internet connection is not 

so good because of load-shedding. 
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302 

Online will never replace actual classroom. It is very difficult to be productive during the 

pandemic. KU's system should be flexible during the pandemic. Context, we should be able to 

choose Dissertation and fall back on Research Paper if we cannot complete it due to the 

pandemic. My only request. 

303 
Only grasping theoretical knowledge is not enough, KU should take alternative approach to 

benefit the student by providing more practical aspect 

304 Optional way 

305 Pdf of book and learning materials should be mail / informed in the beginning of the class. 

306 Pdf versions of the coursebooks should be made available to be able to study offline too 

307 

Personally speaking, 75days of lockdown has made me mentally and emotionally dull, and in 

this situation I expect my professors to cooperate with the students understanding our 

situation. Here by as I say cooperation, I mean not to be harsh and strict about the assignments 

and deadlines like they used to be during regular classes. This is the time for both of us 

(professors and students) to understand each other and cooperate with each other because not 

all students situations are equal and at times professors do need to stand on students shoes 

and see things from our perspective as well. 

308 Physical Distance, but formally classes can be done by Virtual Box. 

309 Physical learning is more better than online learning. 

310 Please provide downloadable content for srudy. Recorded class as well. 

311 Please record the lecture class as there is loadshedding problem. 

312 Please start fast 

313 Plz add my no. for subscription for e-siksha pack 

314 Poor Internet connection and weather disruptions hinders learning. 

315 Practical will be completing after Covid-19 

316 professional online course certificate with University's authenticity 

317 
Professor are requested to Record video on heavy/difficult topic clearly so that we can see the 

video at any time rather than direct interaction each time. 

318 
Professors should be trained properly so that they can effectively run the online class like as 

the regular classes. 

319 Proper guidelines both for teachers and students should be made asap 

320 
Proper internet service is not still available in the area and neighboring municipalities and 

gaupalikas are largely affected with corona. 

321 Proper schedule management of classes. 

322 Proper time allocation 

323 provide additional slides and video lectures 

324 
Provide all the resources and online labs(paid labs can be included ) for Computer Stream 

Students. 

325 Provide recorded video and forum for discussion and assignment submission 

326 

Provided the availability of internet and electricity. the first issue is obvious. But what is of 

significant importance is that real-time-meet lectures with the same old 

writing-reciting-assigning won't be fruitful at all, especially when the course matters are bulky 
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and demands sheer attention. Instead as in platforms like Coursera, Udemy, teachers should 

prepare a scientific model with videos, quizzes, and forums that not only covers syllabus but 

encourages students to engage through varieties of online fields side by side which they can 

complete any time before deadline. 

327 Providing video explanation for Lab for Pharmacy. 

328 
Rather than letting students stay idle at their home atleast some activities should be 

conducted by the university. 

329 
Rather than online meeting due to unavailability of internet access it would be better to go 

with slide or pdf. 

330 

Rather than stacking students with assignment after assignment with not much exploration 

outside the academics, giving student time for their own creative endeavor and time to learn 

skills that might coincide with the ability and interest of the student in these times will help us 

get motivated and not divert into stress. 

331 

Real Time class is not possible to much extend as there is no constant electricity and Internet. 

Also some of us don't remember the password of the email provided to us by the university and 

are not familier to moodle 

332 Recorded class videos. Electricity supply is not continuous. 

333 Recorded lectures would be better. 

334 
Recorded sessions rather than live sessions and if possible, interaction sessions at least once a 

week by each course instructor. 

335 Recorded video of class is more benificial 

336 Recorded video should be provided and attendance should be considered 

337 
Recorded videos about topics may be more effective and then meetings once a week about 

the topic taught . 

338 Recorded videos of online classes could be beneficial. 

339 
Recording the online classes and making it available online would be better so revision can be 

done at the time of need also missed lecture can be covered. 

340 Regarding irregular electricity problem 

341 

Regular meeting is totally ineffective and seems impractical. Grading and evaluation can also be 

done by assigning proper reading materials, references and homeworks, at least for the 

students of school of arts. (I don't know about fine arts though.) 

342 
Regular supply of electricity, free Internet service, trained instructors, training for computer 

illiterate instructors and many more 

343 Remove engineering drawing course and computer related course 

344 

Same thing, No matter how fast the internet is in Nepal, there is always chances of buffering in 

the online lecture.So, rather than online lecture teacher should record the lecture video and 

send the video through any forum and for any doubts next day we should arrange some time 

for particular subject through medium like zoom or google meet. This type of class format will 

help the students from remote areas also who feel difficult to attend the online lecture due to 

various problems. Those students can see the lecture video whenever they feel suitable in their 

time. 

345 Should add offline videos like uploading the online videos lectures done by teacher 
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346 Should be effective 

347 
Should not exceed the time of classroom learning per day and sufficient gap should be provided 

between the classes. Holidays should NOT be skipped for learning. 

348 
Since every student does not have access to Internet, I request to upload videos about the 

courses as well. 

349 
Since itâ€™s virtual, the graphical representation by displaying the teacherâ€™s screen of the 

content should be more encouraged 

350 

Sir I would like to say that, online learning is not effective in comparison with class. And in 

online learning there is not facility of lab. And so we should wait for 2, 3 month when college 

reopen. 

351 
Sir, Wifi connection is poor here and also the electricity is not available 24/7.This can cause the 

obstacle for online learning. 

352 Slides should be used while discussing about certain topic 

353 Some classes are taken for 4 hours which is frustrating 

354 
Some interesting things should be mention from time to time buteen the online classes to make 

the mood of the students in the class. 

355 

Some students do not have suitable Wi-Fi connection for online learning and using data is very 

expensive. And the students who have Wi-Fi,the Wi-Fi is very slow these days. So it is very hard 

for us to understand because there are many obstacles while having class due to the lack of 

speed and connection issues. I donâ€™t think study is important than the ongoing pandemic 

.We can shift our education for a certain time because of the online classes students are facing 

mental pressure and torture which is very bad for their mental health.I hope you can 

understand . Thankyou!! 

356 

Some students may not carry their own laptop, but may be available in online classes through 

laptop at home which may not be that much powerful for running software used in engineering 

(like Solidworks, Creo,etc). 

357 Some what less effective 

358 Sometimes it becomes monotonous and hard to concentrate 

359 
Sometimes the Internet will go on its own. And sometime the teachers voice will not be audible 

and they teach and go 

360 
Sometimes, poor internet connection by the ISP is problem and living near to airport area the 

mobile network is disturbed. In such case video conferencing is slow. 

361 Start asap 

362 Start it as soon as possible 

363 

Starting online classes randomly is which I think is not a worth one. Department is lacking 

research and plannings from their side. And also classes should not be more than 1-2 hours 

because we cannot concentrate more than that. Most of our friends are missing there classes 

due to technical problems which should be considerable and in this type of situation taking 

exams and over pressure of assignments can cause a mental stress cause we all are in this 

phase and age where we are more pressurized with our own thoughts and plannings. 

364 Still lack of resources 

365 Student should be allowed to download the lecture and study online as well. 
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366 
Students get easily distracted. 

The internet connection and electricity cuts makes online class less effective. 

367 
Student's mental health needs to be kept as a top priority, and screen time should also be taken 

care of as students have been vulnerable to an unlimited time in front of the screen. 

368 
Students seems inattentive in the class during online lectures.. 

Not much effective way of learning... 

369 Students should not be forced. 

370 
Students with no internet connectivity or those who completely rely on mobile data should be 

considered and supported by university. 

371 

Students without internet should be provided with free data resource from call centers because 

it is the University responsibility to teach the students as we are paying NRS 500 per day for our 

academics. 

372 
Study material or courses must be made available in the form of slides or pdf so that everyone 

can have self study too. 

373 Study materials 

374 
Subject like programming is more efficient in online learning but subjects like elementary,maths 

is not much effective because in elementary only slides are shown which is really boring stuff 

375 t KU should provide internet facilities for those who are unable to access internet 

376 Take it more seriously to make it effective and cover up the course of coming semester. 

377 

Taking the course online is best but i also want to suggest / request that to record every 

lectures that will teached online and upload that in some source so that most of the student 

who are using mobile data or having weak internet connection can access that lectures videos 

whenever they got good internet connection. Also i want to request every course instructor to 

make complete note for us as we cant access book from library and make notes. Hoping to get 

best way for online learning so that every student can get perfect and favourable choice for 

online learning. 

Thank You ! 

378 

Taking the course online is best but i also want to suggest / request that to record every 

lectures that will teached online and upload that in some source so that most of the student 

who are using mobile data or having weak internet connection can access that lectures videos 

whenever they got good internet connection. Also i want to request every course instructor to 

make complete note for us as we cant access book from library and make notes. Hoping to get 

best way for online learning so that every student can get perfect and favourable choice for 

online learning. 

Thank You ! 

379 

Teacher's are taking 3 hrs and more long class without any break. And at this time also we have 

to do our assignments like editing and judged on the basis of quality. How can teacher be so 

sure that we all have the laptops or pc that can give us high quality outcome. Most of us are 

doing editing in mobile phone and with those all pressure of assignments and internet issues I 

don't think online class is effective. And due to this we are facing alot of physical and mental 

health issues. 
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380 
Teachers are to be techno friendly and need to have online class management skills and 

capacity. 

381 
Teachers can mail their slides in the Google id of the class so that people who do not have 

stable internet connection could also read well. 

382 
Teachers can make clear videos and upload on youtube so it's easier to revise and students who 

missed classes can learn 

383 
Teachers can make the video of lessons and provide to us like on youtube.once a week class can

be taken in which we can clear out confusion. 

384 

Teachers should be trained well enough because teaching in a classroom is different from 

online classes. To do this, university should provide guidelines to course instructors. Students 

should not be stressed too much in the name of course works because we are new to this and 

some of us and it will certainly not be the same as writing on papers. 

385 
Teachers should conduct online courses via same app.App preference should not differ from 

teacher to teacher 

386 
Teachers should somewhat change their ways of teaching compared to how they taught in a 

physical classroom. 

387 Teaching module should be change in online 

388 the assignment should me more than online classes 

389 

The attendances should be made feasible for the students. 

The University can also provide the facilities of learning using blackboard,Coursera,Udemy by 

providing proper packages to students as additional learning procedures. 

390 
The board illustration factor is missing when the teacher just reads out the slides which makes 

it harder to follow everything the teacher says. 

391 The camera of every student should be on during lecture class.... 

392 
The classes should be as interactive as possible since it can get highly monotonous and 

ineffective. 

393 

The classes should be held at intervals rather than continuous. It would be better if the classes 

are recorded as far as applicable as the ISPs in Nepal are not able to provide service smoothly. 

The recorded class could be made available for a week's time. 

As we have limited class hours in this mode, it would be better if we could exclude topics not 

used professionally for each department if practicable. Example being Drawing II for students in 

CE,CS and C++ for Civil, Geomatics and other programs. It would differ the credit hours for sure 

but it would be better if this could be implemented. 

394 
The course is not designed for this the 2nd sem may need redesigning if we are opting for 

online classes 

395 

The course must be designed as online for online education. Not only burdening student with 

assignments and rapidly moving forward without knowing students understand or not.Exam 

and course completion is not important. what is important is that what students are getting and 

how are they coping with the virus and technology. Apart from two classes there should be one 

class per day. 

396 The data connection for online learning is very poor in my area. 
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397 

The effectiveness of online learning depends upon the stable internet connection. If we dont 

have stable internet connection and are not able to connect properly with the tutors then i 

think there is no effectiveness in online learning. 

398 
The experience is disastrous. Only few teachers are committed in active teaching. Without 

internet and breakdown of my computer I am facing severe problems. 

399 
The lectures taught should be posted for further learning even after te class is over ie the 

lectures should be recorded and later uploaded 

400 

The online learning course study material should be available for further reference to the 

students .the study material can be in pdf form ,ppt form or it can be best preferred as youtube 

recorded video by the course instructor in simple ,clear and understoodable language. 

401 The online learning is completely new to me.So i don't have any idea. 

402 

The online learning should not be continuation of the regular classroom setting learning, it 

should come with different approach rather than a zoom meeting type or teacher speaking and 

other remaining mute. 

403 

The online platform is not suitable as per the infrastructure of Nepal. The internet connectivity 

is poor whereas electricity fluctuates time and again. This disturbs the class. Plus the interaction 

is almost zero. Teacher is in the rush to complete the course and students stay blank. And there 

is always the load of assignments as every teacher thinks that students are always free and 

assignmemt piles up in a single deadline or the nearest ones. 

404 
The only problem I have faced with online classes is the disturbance in internet connection 

which makes it difficult to hear and understand which makes it less effective. 

405 The power cut and interruption in internet causes problems. 

406 The presenter or teacher should be well prepared for online model of teaching. 

407 the previous course syllabus might not be effective for online classes 

408 

the teacher can upload the videos on google classroom or youtube rather than taking classes on 

live, it would be much better as there would be no interruption due to slow wifi connections 

and we can understand them clearly when they speak 

409 
the teaching can be recorded (audio or visual), and shared into the groups or other platforms 

such as YouTube so it can act as notes for future use. 

410 The timing should be flexibility. If provided the assessment should be students friendly. 

411 
The very 1st thing our teachers can do to us is providing good reference slides notes for the 

course so we can learn ourself then during online class we can get what teacher says effectively 

412 
The video recording of online classes should be taken and provided to students incase of 

unavailability 

413 
Theory subjects are easy to teach and learn in online learning but practical subjects will be 

quite hard to study 

414 
There is no need for student webcams and can just listen to the lecture, almost like a video but 

can ask questions later 

415 
There is no option i guess so rather than wasting time lets try this method as well then we can 

slowly tackle the obstacles faced.. 

416 There is not so good network connection in my village. so recorded video is best for me 

417 There is nothing specific to add with. 
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418 
There no better internet service provider. 

The internet is very slow and none of the application in smartphone runs properly. 

419 There should be a recordings of the lectures in case we missed the online meeting. 

420 There should be recorded video of class for those who are unable to attend the class that day 

421 
There should be recording facility for each class, such that if one misses a part due to power cut 

or so, it can be recovered through the recorded video 

422 
There's a problem when you have to share only one laptop in online learning for two family 

members of same age group. 

423 
This is a different means of communicating that both the students and teachers have limited 

experience in. The means of evaluation should be re-addressed. 

424 

This is a pretty unpredictable time. The teachers need to know that being very strict with our 

deadline is not the solution. Them rushing towards our evaluation (mid terms and surprise last 

minute graded assignments) makes us realise that it was never about learning but just 

examination. 

425 
This is an option to go with, in this covid 19 pandemic but not a permanent solution. I prefer 

live classes in real university setting over online classes. 

426 

Though online learning and classroom learning has its own pros and cons, through this online 

course, I hope we students are benefitted and also kindly expect teachers to provide help with 

extra resources along with their amount of research done in specific subject. I hope there is 

equal effort from both, students and teachers side. 

However, for architecture course, subjects like Design Studio and ADG might be impossible to 

conduct via online as they are practical subjects. 

427 Time and resources saving for adult learner as well as it is more research oriented. 

428 Try to Provide the library material by using different social media 

429 tutorial videos 

430 

Universities in the world have moved to online learning (eg Cambridge has officially made the 

academic year of 2020 as well as 2021 virtual). We do not want to lag behind in the global 

competition. Hence, keeping safety as a priority, we must ensure the current semester and AT 

LeAST THE NEXT SEMESTER are fully online and not disrupted. 

 

Exams are not an issue because the practice of open book exams has been around for decades 

in the academic discourse. Other Universities announce the question for the grading at the 

beginning of the semester and which will be graded at the end upon a deadline 

431 University need to invest more money on online education . 

432 updated moodle and learning materials shared via online mode 

433 Uploading the recorded video will be the best option for all student 

434 Very bad internet and frequent data packs. Not good for online classes. 

435 
Video uploading of each chapter regularly on equal intetval through any Google page/ fb page 

and also pdf and ppt can be send if possible of the related subjects 

436 
Videos and slide must be given to the student so that they can recall the thing that they have 

learn in meeting 
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437 
Videos of every online class should be available for the ones present as well as absent in the 

meeting 

438 videos recorded 

439 We are doing well though the situation is not healthier. 

440 
We are not much more active in using online classes .There is net problem for most of the time 

so i don't think taking online classes seem to be effective. 

441 

We are slowly adjusting to online learning sessions but the concept of online open book 

examination under audio and web cam survellience is ineffective as we are not able to 

concentrate, perform our best and I personally have experienced subconscious wasting of time 

in exams I have taken online so far. It might take some trials before fully evaluating students on 

online exam. Some teacher seems unaware that we have other courses as well and they 

overwhelm us with a tons of assignments/project with unattainable deadline as for the "just in 

case" that teachers are portraying over the situation. 

442 We can have trials before actually starting it formally in case online classes take place. 

443 

We should be able to provide recorded classrooms to students. Sometimes the internet or 

electricity may be fluctuating so it's better a copy of it is shared and we are able to work on the 

matter again. Student@ku.edu.np ID should be used to give access to students. 

444 

We should not have waited for this pandemic to use the Online Learning System. Online 

Learning system is far more better than the onsite learning. Like, we get to learn on ourselves, 

its cheaper, its portable and we are not judged by one night study, instead assignments, 

projects and quizzes are more important. 

445 Weekly i participate in scientific talk programme. 

446 
Well online learning can be an alternative source of moving our course forward but we cannot 

guarantee our everyday presence because of internet and electricity problems. 

447 
Well, class duration should be more to complete the course in time and fee structure should be 

reasonable and acceptable. 

448 What if I cannot have internet connection 

449 Without wifi I guess it would be difficult to join the parade of online classes 

450 Would likee some recorded classes too. 

451 yep, online classes via zoom, online assignments for continuty of our studies 

452 

Yes please provide video recording compulsorily to students as we may miss the lectures due to 

connectivity issues . And please provide the slides earlier than the actual class as this will help 

us learn more effectively. 

453 

Yes the fee structure must be decreased as the student will now not be able to enjoy the 

facilities provided by ku like library,canteen,hostel etc and we must be paying rent towards our 

room in ku since hostel service was not provided to 1st year students 

454 

Yes, if online learning provide a mode of recording the sessions then it will definitely help the 

students who are disturbed due to technical problems ( like internet,electricity ). it also provide 

a virtual mode of Revision and Note. 
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